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Daytona Milton Keynes InKart Championship 2012 

Round Eight: 

Junior International Heat One 

So in the first heat in the brand new karts, Owen Pearce was on pole and got away well. Dan Bull 

overtook up the inside of turn nine to take second place from Tom Harbottle. On lap three Dan 

repeated that move up the inside of turn nine to take the lead from Owen Pearce. Josh Hoy received 

a drive-through penalty for an ABC (Advantage By Contact) at turn four on James Ives. On lap seven 

Owen Pearce tried to undercut Dan on the exit of turn eleven but he was unable to take the position 

and Dan held on for the win, Owen came 2
nd

 and Tom Harbottle 3
rd

. 

Heat Two 

After sorting a few kart problems on the dummy grid we started the second heat of the Junior 

International category. There was a clean start from all drivers, however, Robert Greenhough went 

wide at turn six which allowed Dan Bull to gain the position. Tom Harbottle made a move stick on 

Jamil Said at turn four. Dan Bull took the lead on lap four by overtaking Ryan Ould at turn nine/ten. 

Owen Pearce committed an ABC on Mathias Read-Simpson but gave the position back so escaped 

with just a black and white warning flag. Jamil Said received a one-lap deduction (in lieu of a black 

flag) for an ABC on Josh Hoy. On the final lap, at the penultimate corner, Owen Pearce took 6
th

 place 

from Jordan Albert. Dan Bull won the race, Ryan Ould was 2
nd

 and Robert Greenhough came 3
rd

.  

Heat Three 

It was a very tightly packed opening lap, Jordan Albert was able to take the lead whilst Jamil dropped 

down into 4
th

. Tom Harbottle committed the fourth ABC of the day at turn seven on Ryan Ould 

during lap five - he received a one lap penalty as a result. The race finished with Jordan Albert 

comfortably winning, Owen Pearce was 2
nd

 and James Ives 3
rd

. 

Final 

During an action-packed opening lap there were quite a few positional changes between turn ten 

and eleven. Jordan Albert moved up to third before losing position again at turn two, when Owen 

Pearce went up the inside. At the front, Dan Bull and Ryan Ould began to pull away from the rest of 

the pack, and a second group squabbled over the final podium position. The close racing was 

especially evident in the racing between Tom Harbottle and Jordan Albert, who were switching 

positions regularly. After a nail-biting finish, the chequered flag Dan Bull inched it from Ryan Ould, 

whilst Owen Pearce held on for 3
rd

 place. 
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Senior Lightweight Heat One 

After a clean start, the most noticeable overtake was by Vaughan Roberts at turn ten, when he 

overtook two karts to move up into second place. Anthony Jordan tried re-take Vaughan at turn nine 

but was eventually forced out wide at eleven, leaving the door open for George Wilson, who was 

unable to make the move stick.  However, whilst giving it another shot at turn nine, all three drivers 

ere three a reast, it as t possi le to ake a all o  a y o e of the , a d they all re ei ed a o 
u pi g  oard. Harry La  o forta ly o  the heat, Vaugha  ‘o erts i  2nd

 and Anthony Jordan 

in 3
rd

.  

Heat Two 

It was a relatively clean opening lap, Vaughan and Harry Law traded positions several times within 

the lap before Harry was able to secure the position. Following a good run out of turn eight, at the 

bottom of the hill, Daniel Truman took the lead by overtaking into turn nine. Anthony Jordan was 

desperately trying to overtake a Dominic Tucker but he was unable to. The race finished with Daniel 

Truman taking a clear victory from Dominic Tucker 2
nd

 and Anthony Jordan 3
rd

. 

Heat Three 

On the opening lap Daniel Truman was able to take the lead from Chris Anderson on the way into 

turn nine. Chris, unfortunately, lost out further when George Wilson went up the inside of turn nine 

again, but the wider line meant that he crashed into the tyres on the outside. Anthony Jordan, after 

tussling with Vaughan Roberts finally made room up the inside of the first corner to gain sixth place. 

The winner of the final heat was Daniel Truman, 2
nd

 was Harry Law and Charlie Fenton 3
rd

.  

Final 

It was a very tight start as the drivers lined up for the last race to decide the podium positions.  On 

the opening lap Dominic Tucker overtook Anthony Jordan going into turn eight for third position. 

Some tough side-to-side contact from both Dominic and Harry Law meant that they both received 

bumping warnings but crucially allowed Anthony Jordan and George Wilson to catch back up. 

George overtook Anthony out of turn eleven and made it stick going to one and two. Daniel Truman 

won the race, whilst also setting a new lap record for our new fleet (1:07.602). Dominic Tucker was 

second and Harry Law third. 

Senior Heavyweight Heat One 

On the opening lap Stuart Shearman made a great move at turn eleven up the inside of Gary Mills. 

Stuart then ran wide on the exit and allowed Gary to come back at him. In a continuation of this 

great racing, Stuart was then able to find a way back through on the following lap. David Scott dived 

down the inside of Lee Ogorman at turn nine and made it stick at ten for second place. The race 

finished with a victory from pole from Asad Riyasat, David Scott 2
nd

 and Lee Ogorman 3
rd

. 

Heat Two 

The opening lap was relatively clean, with few positional changes. On the second lap,  Andy Barr 

made a move up the inside of turn ten but slightly overcooked it, which meant that he lost a couple 

of places heading towards turn eleven. With some ferocious racing going on, there were tempers 
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flari g, resulti g i  so e o u pi g  oards a d la k a d hite ar i g flag issued. The ra e 
finished with Stuart Sherman 1

st
, Andy Whymark 2

nd
 and Ty Ogorman 3

rd
. 

Heat Three 

The final heat of the Senior Heavyweight class was quite a bit cleaner than the previous one! That 

said, the racing was still close all the way through the field. The top five were extremely close around 

the opening laps. Lee Ogorman made a very late-breaking move on Chris Munro to take the lead. 

From there, he was able to keep the rest behind for the win. A photo finish was required as Chris 

held on for second and Andy Barr was third just ahead of Andy Whymark and Martin Smith. 

Final 

Moving on to the final race of the day, the Senior Heavyweights had been fired up all day and the 

final was not going to be any different. On the opening lap, Andy Whymark lost a couple of positions, 

when getting it a bit sideways at turn ten. At turn four, Lee Ogorman unfortunately lost a couple of 

places due to an uncharacteristic spin. At the last corner, Stuart Sherman tried to make a move for 

the lead but because of the sheer volume of karts he actually dropped two places on lap four. There 

were two superb fight backs: the first was from Andy Whymark who took the victory despite his first 

lap problems and Stuart Shearman took 2
nd

. Chris Munro just held on from third despite extreme 

pressure from Asad throughout. 

Conclusion 

Another excellent day of racing in the InKart Championship here at Daytona Milton Keynes. A big 

thank you to all drivers and spectators for you participation. 

Please send any comments to ben.turner@daytona.co.uk  

I look forward to seeing you all at the next round. 

Ben Turner 

International Circuit InKart Race Director 
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